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"The music is both hard and tender, and sure to be a hit with anyone who enjoys powerful and catchy

radio rock." -Night  Day Magazine 10 MP3 Songs ROCK: Modern Rock, POP: Power Pop Details: Are

You Ready to "Go"? A force to be reckoned with in the northeast's hottest clubs and venues, from

Vermont to Delaware covering over a half dozen states, The Benjamins take the stage with an energy

and presence rivaled by none in the scene. Formed in and based out of New Jersey, The Benjamins

quickly received praise as a top act from such publications as Steppin' Out, Night  Day, and The Islander.

Recently, the band was featured in the EC Rocker music paper which stated that The Benjamins are "at

the forefront of this happening scene." 2004 was a busy year for The Benjamins. The band spent several

months earlier in the year writing, recording and producing their own first full length CD. The finished

product, 10 tracks of edgy, modern rock they named Go, decidedly began their summer with a proverbial

bang. To mark this occasion, The Benjamins scored the warm-up slot for the Goo Goo Dolls at 95.5 FM

WPLJ's Summer Kick Off Party down at the New Jersey shore. The show was simulcast on the station

that morning to millions of drive time listeners. After a busy summer of constant perfoming, The

Benjamins landed another opportunity to showcase their material on the internationally viewed FOX and

Friends morning show on FOX News channel. Interest in the band came not only from stateside but from

countries as far away as New Zealand. In 2005, The Benjamins continue their constant pace of writing,

recording and performing as Joe, Ben, Anthony, and Jeremy affirm that "its all about The Benjamins."
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